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CI ass Week Is Celebrated
*

The trees and the grass are still
green but autumn is in the air.
The way it rains all day is rather
annoying but it's very beautiful
now that "harvest moon" shines
nearly all night. Every evening
when the clouds break up for
the sunset the golden and redbrown shades of coming fall are
foretold in the cloud formations.
At night the bright moon with
its slight haze makes the broad
sky seem pointing to the crisp
coldness of coming winter. Our
school year is well under way
and October has come.
These two weeks the campus
has gradually fallen into schooltime routine. Much of the bright
and nervous novelty of new faces
has worn away to be replaced
gradually by the abiding warmth
of friendships. The professors
have about taken the measure of
our harness and we are begin
ning to decide pretty definitely
which teachers will be "tops" for
us this year. The couples are be
coming well "coupled" and the
breakfast table crowd is already
well stereotyped. September has
gone and October is come and
our new school year is well
started.
I like to watch the new boys
and girls wandering about the
campus with their green caps
slightly large on their heads and
new books under their arms. In
another week, when the green
hats are consigned to moth balls
and happy memories, the frosh
will be hard to distinguish.
They're a great bunch of kids
and learning fast. Those fresh
men heroes of the valiant last
ditch fight in the cold waters of
the Mississinewa showed they
had the spirit. And the new girls
have everything. All are Taylor
acclimated now and they look
the most like Taylor of any frosh
class I've seen in a while.
Something is on the campus
these two weeks that doesn't al
ways go with a new school year.
It really came out in the open
the first Holiness League meet
ing. The spirit of eager enthusi
asm and earnest sincerity was
that of a year's beginning, but a
depth could be sensed that said
this was not a passing fancy that
couldn't wear with the months.
In all the religious meetings and
down across the walks of the
campus, through the dormitories
and in the work places we have
had a new spirit to begin this
new year.
The first chapel program was
a thing to impress new students
and make old students glad. I
can't remember what the pro
gram was. I remember that ev
eryone entered the chapel in an
attitude of quiet reverence as
though this were God's Hour
picked out of the day's activities.
I can, with great difficulty, some
times connect God's presence
even with machinery. But not
very often with noisy machinery.
His presence seems to dwell in
the Great Quietness of the world
and in the Peace of Souls. God
walks beside the lightfooted —
those whose souls can travel on
the stillness of the air. Usually
God steps nearest to the earth
in the lonely places of His Na
ture. But the chapel was a hush
that invited Him to have a part
here because conditions were of
the spiritual kind that said
"Welcome" to His visiting. Other
chapels have been like that these
two weeks and the new year is
well started.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Schwalm Delivers Matriculation Address
Speaker Outlines
V ital Program
For Colleges
Taylor officially opened her
9(>th year on October 1 with an
inspiring matriculation address
by Dr. Schwalm, president of
n e a r b y Manchester College.
Speaking upon the subject, "The
Christian College in Our World,"
Dr. Schwalm limited his talk to
the protestant Christian colleges
in America.
Dr. Schwalm stated that the
purpose of a Christian college
should be to give the student a
higher education on a collegiate
level but with Christian ideals.
We should pay tribute to the
Christian colleges in America be
cause they have sent missionaries
into all lands and ministers into
all churches, and have sent fine
young men into the lay leader
ships of the church.
He stressed the point that at
Ihe heart of civilization is Chris
tianity. The only way out for our
down-trodden civilization today is
the sound of a voice. We must
hear that voice to save the world.
Dr. Schwalm continued by giv
ing the tasks and purposes of the
Christian college. This type of
college should first find the scope
in which it is to operate and then
stay within that scope. There
should be careful selection of
students and faculty. Some Chris
tian colleges defeat their purpose
by admitting all students, some
of whom are not in sympathy
with the Christian program of
school. Faculty members should
be reverent.
Then Dr. Schwalm explained
piety is a good thing, but should
not be substituted for intelli
gence. The Christian college
should make a serious effort to
wards character education. Ex
tra-curricular activities should
contribute to the main purpose
of the institution, and the ideals
of the college should be implicit
in the life of the school. All these
things, the speaker made plain,
should be included in the ideals
of a Christian college.

Mnanka Debaters
Hold Rush
Program
Saturday, September 27, was
a special day for the Mnankas
who entertained the new girls on
two different occasions. A for
mal tea during the afternoon at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fenstermacher, sponsors, proved to
be a lovely affair.
The evening entertainment was
of a lighter vein with an informal
program. Doris Horn, president
of the society, extended a wel
come to the new girls and led
the Mnanka song after which
Faith Glenwood, program chair
man, presented the following
Mnankas for a short program.
Mary Alice Seelig sang, "Star of
Me" accompanied by Jeanne
Blackburn at the piano. After
this number, a short debate was
held. The question was, Re
solved : That all Taylor girls
should wear cotton hose after
November 1 for all occasions.

SOCIETY RUSH RESULTS - THALO 52, PHILO 36
A grey, dismal gloomy day
seemed inevitable Friday morn
ing until members of the Thalonian literary society arrived on
the scene, and' literally rushed the
gloominess right off the campus.
Early in the morning, their in
vigorating song rang from the
parlors in clear, cheery tones.
Immediately following break
fast, new students, faculty, and
Philos heartily appreciated the
efficient, cooperative Thalo taxi
service.
A spirit of royalty pervaded
the air, as the Thalonians carried
out their theme, "It's Regal, It's
Royal, It's Right — Go Thalo."
Campus displays were climaxed
by the four-tower castle which
sprang up on the campus over
night; interesting features of the
castle, included the mat which
surrounded the castle, and the
drawbridge. Under the guidance
of Doris Horn, the dining hall
was transformed into a royal din
ing hall with great castle walls,
and blue, starry sky.
In the solemness of the chapel,
faculty and students of Taylor
quieted for devotions. The robed
choir, under the direction of
Miss Prosser rendered several
anthems, and Mr. Gene Black
sang a special number. Miss Lois
Slagle quietly, yet forcefully pre
sented an outstanding message.
In the silence of the palm decked,
candle-lighted chapel, many were
moved to give their best for
Him.
Bright orange jerkins and
black skirts dotted the dining
hall at the lunch hour. A brief
skit presented by Herber, Hydd
and Taylor brought a rollicking
laugh and then loyal Thalos
again joined in their song. It was
packed with so much vim and
vigor that a member of the rival
society inquired of your reporter
if the Thalos had a new song.
At four o'clock sharp, trumpet
ers, lords, ladies, and attendants
assisted in the coronation of King
Edgar I, Queen Marian and Prin
cess Judy.
The swishing of formals, the
jerking of bow ties indicated the
arrival of the dinner hour. At
five-thirty, the fanfare sounded
and the royal procession made its
way to the banquet tables, in the
mellow glow of the castle's ro
mantic banquet hall.
In the evening performance for
his majesty, Judge Ralph John
son showed his excellent talent
as a true public speaker when he
eloquently orated in syncopated
rhythm. The court trial turned
(Continued on Page 3)

Class of '45
Picks Hayes
The class of '45 started off
their initial college year by elect
ing the following officers to guide
them: President, John Hayes;
vice president, Bill Sittberg; sec
retary, Katherine Hill; treasurer,
Wesley Armes; chaplain, George
Holcombe; and their new spon
sor will be Professor Kreiner. To
this new class on Taylor's cam
pus we say, "Good luck and
God's best in your first college
year."

Class Leaders
Introduce
Emblems

Taylor University
Upland, Indiana
During regular chapel hour
Thursday, Oct. 2, 1941
yesterday
morning the faculty
10 P.M.
and
student
body assembled with
Dear Sis:
great enthusiasm in Shreiner
Taylor gets more and more in Auditorium to observe the tradi
teresting all the time. I had tional Class Day. A very colorful
heard that we'd hear a lot about sight resulted from the wearing
Philos and Thalos and that there ot class emblems. Canes, sweat
would be "rush days," but I nev ers, keys and caps were donned
er expected anything like this. by respective classes — the digni
Today has gone so fast and has fied seniors, the sophisticated
been so full.
juniors, the prominent sopho
At breakfast we sat up and mores, and even the green fresh
took notice of the Philo girls' men.
blue and white checked pinafores.
The program was in charge of
On the dining hall walls were Warne Holcombe, president of
blue letters forming slogans like the Student Council. Dr. Ritchie
"The sporty thing to do — go led the assembly in the morning
Philo" and "Tee off to a suc devotions. In keeping with tra
cessful year on the Philo fair ditional procedure, the president
way." TJien there was a blue and and sponsor of each class were
white fireplace with college pen introduced. Each class sponsor
nants hung over it. By this time was presented with his respective
I awoke to the fact that there was emblem and spoke a word in be
a connection between Philo Day half of his class.
and sports.
The seniors flashed their color
When Roommate and I started
out to our 7 :45 German class, we ful canes which matched them
made the discovery that the with leadership. The juniors
campus was an 18 hole golf were arrayed with beautiful
course. On the left side of the unique gold keys, and the fresh
path was a blue and white coun men sported their colorful toptry club, and on the right was a pieces, their green caps. The
large sign that later lighted up sophomore class has yet to come
reading, "Be a Sport—Go Philo." out in their flashy new sweaters
There were also signs depicting due to the present defense needs
football and basketball players, j of the nation and the curtailment
of production. But the student
In the mail this morning, I got body was given the opportunity
your card and a letter from thej to see one which the class man
Philo president, Leo Sands, tell- 1 aged to receive by Class Day.
ing me about the activities of
The senior class was repre
the Philalethean Literary Soci
sented by Professor Howard and
ety.
E. Martin Barney. Prof. FensterChapel was grand. The organ macher and Ralph Herber spoke
had been moved up to the stage for the junior class, with Dr.
which was decorated with seven Charbonnier and Virgil Maybray
taper candelbra and palms. Soon r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e s o p h o m o r e
the organ began to play, then the class.
processional started. This was
The new sponsor of the fresh
followed by congregational sing
ing, an anthem by the choir, a man class, Prof. Kreiner, and
solo by Mildred Burdon, and a their newly elected president,
sermon by Bill Meadows on John Hayes, represented the
"Abiding." We sang another "greenies." Judging from Class
song, had the benediction, and Day, the faculty and student
body should anticipate a great
closed with silent meditation.
school year.
After lunch, Leo presented a
mock baseball game. It's hard
for me to describe the cutting up Soangetahas
that Don Odle, Bonnie Gould,
Phil Yaggy and Leo did, but Entertain New
they surely kept us laughing.
Jeanne Blackburn led a pep team Girls
(Continued on Page 3)
Saturday evening, September
27, the strong-hearted maidens
Dr. L. H. Nixon
again entertained the new fresh
men girls at an open meeting.
Revival Speaker
The program for the evening
One of the outstanding events was a skit on the life history of
of the school year at Taylor is a Soangetaha, starting with baby
only two weeks away. Our an hood portraying a loyal maiden
nual revival will begin October through life. All parts of the skit
20, and continue until October were memories brought back by
30. Students are already looking "Granny" Prosser as she looked
forward to the services and are over an old photograph album.
in earnest prayer that this will
June Pugh rushing madly
be the greatest revival ever held
after her girl friend, Gertie John
on Taylor's campus.
Our evangelist this year will son; Merle Miller, D. C. Liesman
be Dr. Lloyd H. Nixon of Albion, and Bernice Greer having a lit
Michigan. Dr. Nixon is District tle spat over a doll; and Nellie
Superintendent of the Albion- Liesman arriving at college were
Lansipg District of the Methodist some of the humorous memories.
Church in Michigan and is a
The singing of the Soangetaha
formey Taylor student. We are song and a cheer of welcome to
certain his messages will be the new students closed the
forceful and heart-searching.
meeting.
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But even though "campus decoration" is a very
worthy subject for discussion, and one about
which there should be a deliberate understanding
arrived at during this year for the benefit of fu
Published bi-weekly during the school year by the' ture laborers, the illustrative point we would
Taylor University ECHO Co., students of Taylor Univer
make here reaches wider and deeper. The cata
sity, Upland, Indiana.
log number of the bulletin regularly states, in ref
Subscription price, §1.00 per annum.
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at erence to "The Literary Societies": "Their pur
the Upland Post Office, Upland, Indiana, under Act of
pose is to provide experience in the field of liter
March 3, 1879.
ary activity and to develop latent talent in the
members." Now we could engage in lengthy exposi
CHARLES READ
tion and illustration to demonstrate what should
Editor-in-Chief
be considered in relation to that catalog statement;
but a single question (along with your personally
PAUL CLASPER
frank
answer and application) should be sufficient
Managing Editor
June Pugh
G. Yerner Miller to carry the hint. After we have allowed the most
charitable definition possible under the circum
News Editor
Sports Editor
KATHRYN TUCKER
stances for the word "literary," can we say that
Features and Alumni Editor
the activities of the societies have always in the
Reporters — Art Ditrner, Doris Kaparoff, Phyllis Hyde, past maintained to a conscientiously satisfactory
Merle Mae Miller, Ellen Owens, Bob Taylor, June Moore, degree the spirit and letter of that official catalog
Harold Crecraft and Lewis Douglas.
statement in a way compatible with the principle
Proof Readers — Norma Hoke and Mary Francis Rose. President Schwalm stated, "the True Spirit
Secretaries — Bonnie Weaver and Annabelle Mott.
that is the excuse for existence of the Christian
College must permeate and saturate the every pro
RALPH TROPF
gram and activity of the school, extra-curricular
Business Manager
as well as curricular, to the final detail or that
Willard Davison
George Bright
excuse
no longer can claim reasonable and prac
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
tical validity?" We don't want to argue about
the degree to which the two societies should be
devoted to purely "social" and "recreational" ends.
We do think this would be a good time for each
student to make a frank and sincere answer to
himself of the above question. And if the answer
Did that excellent matriculation address stir
you to a new vision of some greater things Tay might, by any chance, prove to be a negative one,
lor might become? President Schwalm impressed then the beginning of this year is certainly the
us as being a true statesman in the realm of Chris ideal time for every member of each society to as
tian Education. President Stuart was proud to sume personally an active responsibility for chang
ing the record before the end of the year.
state that those objectives outlined as the vital
We have used this discussion of the literary
aims of a Christian College were the same objec
societies
as an example in an attempt to illustrate
tives toward which Taylor, after ninety-five years,
is still courageously striving. We, as students, the application of a broad principle. We are not
felt a great pride in being a part of such a school. "picking at" the societies. But, in short, isn't the
point of this whole thing that President Schwalm
But the main points the speaker made can was saying, in effect: While your immediate ends
bear more earnest thought than the simple reac in attending Thalo or Philo meeting, English Club,
tion of "pointing with pride." Those points were Holiness League, or a basketball game may be
the central theme and therefore should be easy quite varied, ultimately if you are attending all
to grasp: (1) The purpose of a college is to edu in the Right Spirit the end is the same for all —
cate. (2) The "Big Show" must not be allowed to the building of Christian Character for purposes
be swallowed up by the "sideshows." (3) The of Service. Therefore if each is fulfilling its true
True Spirit that is the excuse for existence of the purpose as an annex of the "Big Show," it will
Christian College must permeate and saturate ev have as the inherent center of its program the
ery program and activity of the school, extra quality of Christian Earnestness to make all
curricular as well as curricular, to the final de things count ultimately — whether the individual
tail or that excuse no longer can claim reasonable be engaged in playing a game, delivering an ora
and practical validity. (4) The purpose of a col tion, or just plain having a date" for a Philo
lege is education and the ultimate goal of a Chris hay-ride or a Thalo masquerade.
tian College is Christian character for the student
who leaves her halls.
Failure to maintain the ahove principles is
equivalent to failure of the Christian College. That
is a cold, harsh standard. We appreciated the
frankness, the assurance and vigor, with which
President Schwalm presented it. With a relatively
free conscience we could say "Amen" to the in
spired preacher. Taylor's standards are extra
ordinarily high. But after we have said "Amen,"
have we justified our assurance by a new Soul
We have too many people who live without working
Searching that should come daily — or that should
and we have altogether too many who work without living.
at least come after a stirring time? President
—Dean C. R. Brown, Yale
Schwalm was a stranger in our midst and he fear
*
*
*
*
lessly presented the general principles relevant to
ADVICE FOR FROSH COEDS
the purpose of a Christian College. It is our duty,
Mary had a little slam
if we are not afraid, to make specific applications.
For everyone, and so
We cannot question the genuineness and
The leaves of her engagement book
validity of Taylor's emphasis of the True Spirit.
Were always white as snow.
The genuineness is demonstrated daily in the
*
*
*
*
nooks and crannies of campus life; the validity
TO FRANCIS AND JOEY
by the host of useful, consecrated lives of Taylor
Librarian:
alumni scattered far and wide serving Christ and
"Oh, Mr. Bookworm
lifting the world. It is our duty to be capable of
a Soul Searching more refined and subtle. Our
What book do you want to take out?
Do you like science,
specific need is not questions about Taylor and
her rock bound foundations. We believe they are
Or don't you know what it's about?
History or fiction?
sure. Why don't we ask questions that are per
sonal, dealing with the Taylor that is in our
We've lots of books to read;
Or perhaps poetry
hands? Let's be even more specific fellow stu
Is what you really need."
dents and ask this question: Do we, in the or
Bookworm:
ganizations and activities we control, uphold the
"No thanks, Miss Librarian.
standard that says "the True Spirit that is the ex
I've read all sorts of books;
cuse for existence of the Christian College must
permeate and saturate the every program and
What I really need today
activity of the school, extra-curricular as well as
Is things like trees and brooks,
curricular to the final detail, or that excuse no
Boats and merry music,
Stars scattered about;
longer can claim reasonable and practical valid
ity?"
Oh, Miss Librarian,
We have recently passed through the ordeal
May I take you out?"
*
*
*
*
of Philo-Thalo rush days; so why not let us, while
the subject is so forcibly impressed upon our
THE WAY WE FEEL SOMETIMES
minds, use the literary societies just as an illus Dear!
tration for discussing the point at issue? In spite With a glance she tried to cow him
of a badly streaked and slightly sagging "club But he only looked sheepish.
house" and a "castle" that was of interest chiefly "Dog!" she exclaimed.
for its ability to portray the aftermath of a blitz He choked. There was a frog in his throat.
krieg, we can say with a great deal of enthusiasm Then, realizing that he had made a monkey of himselfthat the two societies presented excellent represen By acting like a bear, he ducked.
*
*
*
*
tations of their competing abilities. The complete
success of the destructive campaign of General
CREDO OF A FATALIST
October in making the "campus decorations" the
Man is like a worm. He comes along, crawls around
most utterly useless for the purpose for which for a while, and some chicken finally gets him.
*
*
*
*
they were designed of any year on record merely
seems to add justification to last year's preponder
ANECDOTE TO ILLUSTRATE A PET PEEVE
antly heavy Echo poll in favor of discontinuing
He told the shy maid of his love,
or drastically curtailing "campus decorations."
The color left her cheeks!
The experience of this year would seem to demon
But on the shoulder of his coat
strate with adequate conclusiveness the inherent
It showed for several weeks.
*
*
*
*
ly risky wastefulness involved in the expensive
and time consuming efforts of outdoor rush day
The average income of many college men is about
projects.
midnight.
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- Glumni Tlotes Old Thalos who were here
during rush days or this past
week were Eleanor Anderson,
Ma A' Sypos, Jessie Burtner, and
Dorothy Ferree, all of the class
of '41. Also Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Howard, '34 and '36, and Dr. and
Mrs. Gordon Herrmann, '35and
'37, were here for Thalo rush
day.
Several old Philos were here
this past week among whom
were Kathryn and Melva Bingaman, Gail Malsbary, La Verne
Skinner, and Ross Richey of '41.
Gerry Pugh also visited Taylor
this week-end.
Greetings came from James
Miller, '41, who is working at the
B. F. Goodrich Co. in Akron and
pastoring the Disciples of Christ
Church in Ghent, Ohio.
Roger Burtner, '41, is now at
tending Westminster Theological
Seminary at Westminster, Mary
land.
Ina Rowell and Glenn Rocke,
'41, were married September 9,
and are now at Asbury where she
is finishing her college work and
he is in the Seminary. They made
a brief visit to the campus since
school began.
Carolyn Muselmann and Dorland Russell were married Sep
tember 7, and are attending Fort
Wayne Bible Institute.
Rev. Sam Grove, T. U., who
has been preaching in Wyoming,
is now a chaplain in the U. S.
Army.
Rev. John Shelling, T. U., who
has been very successful in his
pastorates is now chaplain in the
U. S. Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jerome
and son, David, visited the cam
pus September 18, on their way
to their Minnesota parish.
Miss Florence Taylor, T. U.
1936, was a campus visitor Sep
tember 15 and 16.

"Now the man out of whom
the devils were departed be
sought him that he might he
with him, but Jesus sent him
away saying, 'Return to thine
own house and shew how great
things God hath done unto thee.'
And he went his way, and pub
lished throughout the whole city
how great things had done unto
him."—Luke 9:38,39

Jean Wilson attended Summer
School at Ball State Teachers
College and is now at home, Route
1, Frankfort.
Henry Wood and his wife were
at Taylor part of the summer
and then visited in California
and Minnesota. They have re
turned to Taylor this fall, where
he is taking post-graduate work.

These Two Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

President Stuart has expressed
his appreciation of the way in
which this ninety-sixth year has
begun, and I believe we the stu
dents can voice like sentiments.
"Dr. Stuart, we have liked the
fine spirit of interest and co
operation the administration and
faculty has made so manifest to
ward us and our problems and
activities this year. We have
liked the chapel programs and
pledge ourselves to continue
throughout the year our help in
making them the fine times of in
spiration, uplift and worship
that we all want them to be. We
like the Taylor Spirit and by the
help of the Power of Christ in
our lives we intend this year to
demonstrate it."
There is a Personality on the
campus these two weeks. His
name is Jesus. In the next two
weeks our fall revival will be
held. Into the activities so far
this year we have put all our
strength, all our enthusiasm, all
our spirit. Let's be no less
thorough in working for Him.
With a meaning that's new for
this new year let's make the Lov
ing Personality the heart and
center of our own personal pro
gram. Then this will be "the
greatest year yet."

ways easy, but where our testi
mony is needed. Had Peter,
James, or John been granted
their request they would have
undoubtedly remained in the
heavenly atmosphere of the
mountain on which the glorious
transfiguration took place, but,
alas, Christ had other plans for
their lives, and they returned to
the sinful world to live and tes
tify to the transforming power of
These two verses tell us of the Christ.
interesting story concerning a
How interesting it is to notice
demon-possessed man whom Je
sus had just healed. What a where the Lord sent this man
beautiful picture of devotion we first! Returning to his own
have in these two verses. Here house was likely the hardest
was a man who had just beccome place to first leave a testimony
the recipient of one of Christ's for Christ, and yet this is just
divine miracles and it was the the place he was called upon to
sincere desire of his heart to fol first witness. In Acts 1:8 Jesus
low, and go with him wherever has said, "Ye shall be witnesses,"
he went. At first it might seem and the first place he mentions
strange that Jesus did not allow is Jerusalem which means noth
this earnest and usable man to ing more than the home folks,
be one of his immediate follow friends, and associates. Vital
ers. Just a short time before Christian testimony must begin
Jesus had been "in the market," within our own circle of intimate
if we may use that expression for friends. How easy it is to uncon
followers, and here was a man sciously pray, "Lord, send me to
literally begging to be a co-work an easier situation." We should
er with Him in the visible sense pray, "Lord, give me strength to
of the word, and yet Jesus bade meet this one."
him return to his home and tell
The result of this man's testi
his people what had happened to mony are worthy of note. His
him. Then we see the object of sphere of influence soon went
true devotion —- obediencce; and out unto the whole city and ac
the cleansed man returns and cording to Mark, throughout the
leaves a faithful and powerful ten large confederate cities
testimony for the Lord.
known as the Decapolis. Mark
also adds that all men did mar
How true this is of our own
Christian experience in many re vel. This is a great picture of
how the Lord can work through
spects. At the time of our con
an obedient follower.
version, when we consecrate our
lives completely into his hands
Our lives will be useful and
or possibly during some revival useable to Him only when we can
meeting or gospel team trip we sing from the depths of our
have probably all prayed, "Lord, hearts, "Only to be what he
let my life be one grand Bible wants me to be, every moment
Conference or Gospel Team trip." of every day." Only by complete
But then the Lord answers, "No, obedience and willingness to
these are only a means to an end, serve in whatever capacity He
and we are directed by Him to might designate, can our lives be
fields of useful service, not al fully used for Christ's sake.
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Debate Girls
Take Saturday
Picnic Outing

Philo
(Continued from Page 1)

in a few yells and the Philos
gathered around the piano to sing
their song.
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Frosh Take
Annual Ducking
In Mississinewa

MY DAZE
—A Lady

Saturday morning, September
Nearly every able-bodied stu
At four o'clock in the gym, dent and faculty member as
This is a new column. It will 28, found the strong-hearted
Pardon me for laughing, girls,
they served punch to us and gave
be devoted to the edification, maidens and guests gathered for
sembled on the banks of the Misbut
you'll laugh too when you
us
balloons
on
which
were
print
glorification, and consolation of their annual "pow-wow." Clothed
sisinewa at 3:00 p.m. to witness
the masculine gender. It is sup in old, warm garb, they started ed the words "Be a Sport — Go the seventh renewal of the an hear what I just heard. The boys
are starting a column too. I 've
posed to be a companion piece to out after the introduction of Miss Philo." At first they put on a nual Fresh-Soph Tug-of-War.
been expecting it though. You
MY DAZE but it is diametrically Doris Horn, the Mnanka presi game that was in quick succes For the most part, they came ex
sion
basketball,
football,
and
know
the old maxim — "Monkey
opposed to emancipation, and the dent.
pecting to see the tradition of a
baseball, but at the referee's re
see; monkey do." But the funny
KNIGHTS will quite literally be
Sophomore
victory
remain
un
At the first cross-road, devo quest, they settled down to play
lliing about the column is the
the spokesman for certain "vest tions were led by the president
broken. Excepting the first clash
a good basketball game.
title -— "Our Knights." Imagine
ed" interests. (Did you get that of the Soangatahas, Gertie John
(1935) of this rivalry, when the
We hurried back to the dorm freshmen pulled the sophomore a title like that here when every
one? Good, wasn't it? But don't son. Directions were given and
to
dress formally for dinner. The team through the river, there has one knows that if King Arthur
expect any more like it, because the Indian maidens "hit the
dining hall had been rearranged, been an unbroken string of soph came to Taylor, he would have
we don't want to go over the trail."
crepe paper decorations had been victories. Nevertheless, the fresh to become a hermit.
heads of the freshmen — bless
In a large open field, games added, and a sports' shop erected men had one of the best oppor
An example of this lack of
their souls.)
Well, maybe you want to know were played to increase their — with trophies, tennis rackets, tunities of winning that any of chivalry may be found in the last
just what you will find in this already enormous appetites. boxing gloves, etc., laid out for their predecessors has ever had. edition of the Echo. When such
column this year. Of course no After a short hike through the display.
In strength, weight, and position articles as "Taylor Bachelor Tells
one knows exactly, but whatever woods, they "rushed" upon Dr.
everything
seemed quite equal. Why He Loves Women" are
Our Philo hostess called to our
is in here will try to see things and Mrs. Ritchie, Dean and Mrs. attention the fact that the tables Only in experience did the sophs printed in the paper of a co
from the slant of'the fellows. A Fenstermacher, and Dr. and Mrs. were arranged in the shape of a have any advantage. To top ev educational college, it's time we
united front against milady, hut Oborn who were waiting with a I>hi. Our programs and menus erything off, the cool stiff breeze did something about it. While
all of those eleven points are un
within our ranks we might oc plentiful supply of food.
were on that order, too. It's the whipping across the campus was
casionally have dissension. From
Three cheers for a successful insignia of the Philalethean so just suggestive enough of the true, there are two or three of
time to time there will be slams "pow-wow" — three cheers for ciety. The favors were little blue temperature of the water to in them that, to borrow a masculine
and compliments, but remember June Pugh, general chairman, megaphones with white letters spire both teams to the greatest term, "irk" me considerably. One
of the main charges against
this: the orchids will be deserved Anne Bainbridge and Doris Kap- PHILO on them, and the cen endeavors.
women is that "they think their
— the slams not necessarily so. p a r o f f e n t e r t a i n m e n t ; A n n i e terpieces, all different, were rep
It was a noisy colorful crowd highly desired company can be
Different male celebrities and Mott and Dorothy Liesinan, invi resentative of all sorts of sports, that swarmed on the banks of
nonenities are going to fill in for tations; Merle Miller and Vir from horseshoes to sailing and the slow-moving muddy river. procured only by asking for dates
at least two or three weeks
us in this space by presenting au ginia Hubbard, Mary Frances including all the ball games.
Girls in their flashy sports togs ahead." Well, why shouldn't
thoritative articles in their favor Rose, Marion Young, refresh
By 8:15, we were seated in made the scene a riot of color. As boys ask for dates at least three
ite field. Here is a tentative and ments.
Shreiner Auditorium (the chapel, the two teams went through the or four days ahead of time. No
partial list:
Honored guests were Dr. and you know) ready to see the play preliminaries of assuming their girl likes to feel that she has
1. Luther, the West Virginia Mrs. Ritchie, Dean and Mrs. Fens
positions sporadic cheering arose
Hermit, is to pass along to us a termacher, and Miss Doris Horn. "Tub Trouble." It was in two from the respective supporters. been asked for a date because
she is the first girl a fellow sees
acts
and
showed
how
a
funny
series "Be a Wit in Ten Easy
A group of sophomore girls took after he looks at a moon such as
deaf
old
granddad
and
a
sweet
Lessons." So far Luther has only
old grandma were blamed and up a rhythmic chant while from we had on Sunday night. Every
taken five lessons himself.
treated shamefully. Of course, across the river the freshmen an one knows when SP's are in or
2. Odle, in the manner of Dale
Thalo
there was a romantic problem swered defiantly.
der so why do the boys act as
Carnegie, lectures on "Modesty
though they just found out on
thrown
in,
the
grandparents
ran
Then
all
was
still
as
the
offi
(Continued from Page 1)
and How I Acquired It."
away, but everything came out cial gave his final instructions Friday night that dates are per
3. Goldilocks Hedlund writes
right in the end — with a re and raised the whistle to his lips. missible.
"Ladies Prefer Blondes."
out all right as "ma", "pa", "sis
My answer to "they walk four
4. Yount is working on an ter", "brother", "father" and union of the whole family. I The air was tense. Both teams
could
go
on
and
on
telling
you
or
five abreast down the sidewalk
crouched low in their positions
article to be published just at the "mother" were reunited to the
this
— Did you ever try to gel
about
it,
but
by
this
times
I'm
is
and
waited.
The
whistle
shrilled
(
opening of the basketball season. unanimous decision of the jury,
getting mighy sleepy, and to , and both teams sprang into ac- by Charles Read, Harvey Brown,
Title, "Who Are the Other Four — "Oh, nuts."
morrow is another day.
| tion. Cheers broke out from the Ralph McCormick, and Bill
Men on Our Team."
A violin solo "Estrellita," was
5. Dozens of athletes have of
The Philos met for their first crowd; some sophomore girls Meadows when they're walking
fered to give me the details of rendered by Margaret Elliott fol closed meeting Saturday evening again took up a rhythmic chant on the sidewalk?
You would think that the boys
their brilliant high school ca lowed by a reading by Kathryn in Shreiner Auditorium for the and the coxswains moved up and
Tucker,
"Patterns,"
and
two
were
absolutely faultless the way
'
down
their
straining
teams
keepreers. They feel they will reach
formal initiation of new mem
a bigger and more appreciative numbers by the varsity quartet. bers. After the singing of the ' ing in rhythm and encouraging they criticize the girls, but I
The final number which cli Philo song, the president and : them. The slack was quickly would never believe that they
audience through this column.
One of the greenest of the maxed the Thalonians' best rush censor board chairman outlined taken in and then slowly and were absolutely gullible until I
frosh, inspired by the literary day of many years was unique the activities for the year. Then ' surely the frosh were drawn out heard about Jimmy Yount. One
muse, has poured his heart into and original. "The Man on the as their names were called, the of their positions. Bracing brief- of the new girls really took him
a fountain pen and here is his Street," Bob Behnken, inter new members went forward, ; ly against a willow log at the wa- for a ride the night of the recep
priceless comment on the cam viewed marionettes representing lighted a candle, and proceeded ! ter's edge, they threw a momen- tion. Just ask him who the ten
pus cuties (?) Question mark is various outstanding radio per to the platform. There they took 1 tary scare into the sophs by pull nis champ of Northwestern is.
We won't discuss the well
sonalities: Jack Benny, Kay the oath of allegiance to the club ing them out of their crouch. The
his, not mine. Here it is.
known
fact that all men are con
"The girls who scurry about Kayser, Brenda and Cobina, the and were addressed by Professor sophomores recovered quickly,
ceited,
hut
ask some of the fresh
Andrews
sisters,
Fred
Allen
[
howevar,
and
one
by
one
the
the old campus here at Taylor
Kreiner, the sponsor. As they
are of many different types. Boomer, Old Tinier, and Dr. I. Q. passed from the meeting, they j frosh were pulled over the log man girls who have been dating
and into the water. Fighting upperclassmen what they heard
There are a few — a very few Naturally each expressed the signed the roll book.
gamely all the way they were about all evening. Then, too, how
— typical college girls with the opinion, stated in various ways,
Promptly at 9:30, the old and dragged slowly across the river many fellows have you heard say
that
you
Couldn't
go
wrong
if
flash, color, and warmth of per
new Philaletheans met on the to the opposite bank where they that they are giving the new girls
sonality a high school kid looks you went Thalo.
steps of the gymnasium, and made the usual last desperate a break by dating them? How
Judging
from
the
returns
of
forward to with a lump in his
then the fun began! Oh! the hor stand, the ones in front finally about it Taylor?
throat in about his senior year. Saturday, many of the "freshies"
rors that they met! But, alas, being pushed out on the bank by
There isn't much we can say
decided
that
it
was
Regal,
Royal,
The other day I smiled bleakly
the general public will never j the pressure of those behind. The about style this time. The most
and
Right
to
go
Thalo.
(as usual) across the dining ta
know, for it remains a secret j official time was a litle over sev outstanding colors on the campus
The new and old members of
ble at a supposedly typical co
with the Philos. After the cere en minutes. Thus the tradition this week were blue-and-white
ed. She returned the smile and the Thalonian Literary Society mony, cider and doughnuts
remained unbroken as the sopho and orange-and-black, but I can't
cautiously uttered the well- met for a formal candlelight
served to ease the throats made mores chalked up their sixth say much in favor of the styles
known phrase, "What do you initiation Saturday evening. A sore by screams, shrieks, and
straight victory against only one that were worn in those colors.
think of Taylor now that you former Thalo, Miss Eleanor An outcries of all kinds.
With that, I'd better stop. It
defeat.
know some of our young peo derson, led in devotions followed
Love,
would be too bad if the Philos
Following the Tug-of-War ev
ple?" I opened my mouth to by a short history of the Tha
Frances Freshman
and Thalos both disowned me.
mutter the equally conventional lonians by Martin Barney.
eryone flocked back to the col
That would be worse than the
answer but found that her inter
lege farm for a picnic in the al
The new students received a
man without a country.
falfa field. After group games
est had been snared by a wick word of greeting and welcome
REALIZE
REAL
EYES
led by members of the T club,
edly enticing banana, and in the by Coach May after which in
the hungry horde ate heartily of
excitement, she had completely candlelight, they signed the offi
Dr. W. N. Hamilton
hot dogs, potato chips, cookies,
forgotten our prospective conver cial membership book.
OPTOMETRIST
sation. She didn't appeal to me
bananas, ice cream, chocolate
220 W. Main St.
Later in the evening old and
Hartford City
Phone 85
C. A. RUSSELL
anyway. If any of you were won new Thalos alike gathered in
milk, and good old baked beans.
dering, this litle illustration was recreation hall for songs, games,
MONDAY, THURSDAY
meant to reveal the warm, and refreshments. Martin Bar
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
friendly enthusiasm which pre ney led the songs and Ralph
A
HEARTY
WELCOME
AWAITS
YOU
TUES.,
WED., and FRI.
vails among our young women.
Herber and Irene Tatman direct
at
8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
As I study the facial expres ed games. At the close all joined
sions of the various topics of in singing the Thalonian song.
SATURDAY
this litle article, I note that the
8:00
a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
UPLAND
INDIANA
wearers of said expressions seem
East Side of Square
Hartford City
resigned to a college education
me
(who
is
also
a
dead-beat).
I
and passively willing to make
something of themselves in a re might add that there are a select
SEAVER5 SERVICE STATION
A better variety of potted plants
ants t
few attractive, talented, witty,
served way.
FOR
and cut flowers
Battery
Service
Greasing
Of the large assortment of ac etc., young things who would
?
ATKINSON
GREENHOUSE
!
Tires Repaired
cents represented, both natural make attractive companions for
GIFTS, NOVELTIES, AND
The students' patronage will be
those
of
us
who
are
interested
in
"No job too big or too small"
and acquired, that of the deep
INFANTS' WEAR
appreciated
South seems to be in vogue this the better things of life."
End of quotation. Whether
year among the members of the
STOP AND SHOP
opposite sex, although the boys you agree or disagree, you can
HIRSCH'S JEWELRY &
at the
BELIEVE IT OR NOT —
stick to good, old, reliable, corny see that he has his own definite
GIFT SHOP
ideas. Next issue M'lady of My
Hoosier.
THE
Hartford City, Ind.
Having these many remarkable Daze will no doubt be up in arms
BOOKSTORE
WATCH AND JEWELRY
WILL BE IN
qualifications necessary for being and will retaliate as best she can,
REPAIRING
BETTER SHAPE
South Side of Square
Hartford City
dead-beats, these classified char but until then our scalps are
SOON
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
safe.
acters should get along well with

HOTEL BARBER SHOP

Showalters' Cash Grocery

S
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Sport Shorts
In Spots
by

New Students
Intra-Mural Gets
Uphold Tradition Under Way With
In Ball Game
Frosh Win

Sporty

The annual fall tilt staged by
the new and old students took
an unceremonious beating in in
Believe it or not this is a sports terest this year as the two teams
column, at least we hope that it battled out a high scoring softwill be in spots. The human side ball game. As tradition goes the
of sports will be honestly por new students took their usual
trayed by the author. There is a drubbing graciously by a 12-8
question as to how we should score.
interpret the word sport. Web
Cline, the initial sticker to face
ster says, sport is diversion; Yaggy, slapped the third pitched
mirth; play; outdoor or parlor ball to Krushwitz at second
(not pitching) recreation; plant who gobbled it up and made him
or animal, which deviates in its easy meat at first.
Krushy III
organism from the normal con and Staggs followed suit and it
dition. This would create inter was nothing across for the new
est in our column considerably students in their half of the
since all types and classes can be first.
a sport.
Phil Yaggy commenced to
start things rolling in the old's
There is a certain Junior ath half of the first as he blopped
lete (?) who was hunting for a a base knock into the short left
Carpenter last yiear, and| he garden. Miller dropped his shot
seems to only need the contract in the same spot for a double
before he can start building. (We as Yaggy scooted around the
need lockers in the Gym.)
hassocks into pay dirt for the
first run of the game. Odle
Noble Gividen is back in the conked a single to center scoring
Sportlight — at least for one another marker for the veterans,
and after hooking second he
Knight.
countered on Krushy's leader to
center. Krushy I came across for
Prediction of Taylor First run No. 4 as Hayes flyed out into
Five for the coming year;
deep right and Bamford wiffed
Odle
the breezes.
Scott
The freshmen made it a ball
Abel
game in the second as Baxter
Hayes
and Joett received free tickets
Williams or Joett
to first and advanced along the
We can't miss.
lines on two wild heaves. Yaggy
duplicated his previous feat by
Our blonde pal from sunny walking Marks and Hubbard
state of Maine really has pre and on Bongard's second single
dicted a great future for himself to center Joett and Mark tallied.
in athletics. Says Winifred, "I Hubbard made it all even as he
am here to play basketball and nicked the home dish on a passed
I am going to crack that first ball, and Cline's hopper to sec
team." We advise all baseball ond.
candidates to stay away from
The older boys came through
second base cause "Joe Gorden" with two more in their chance as
Pulsifier is going to roam those Andrews and Sands crossed the
pastures. He just can't be beat. platter on a sharp clothes liner
to left center. In the bottom of
the
third Odle thumped his sec
By the way, in case I forget, if
ond
hit to right and came all the
you want the history of Frank
Merriwell, ask Paul Williams, way around as Hayes poured a
triple between left and center.
he 'll tell you all about himself.
Yount and Big Bam cracked out
successive hits and both scored
"Hillbilly" Hayes came through later as Krushwitz and Sands
with a perfect day at bat the oth were dribbling bounders to the
er evening and in other words, infield. The score read 10-4. In
his batting average is running at the sixth, two more runs by Odle
the terrific clip of 1000. Beauti and Miller finished the scoring
ful Taylor Kid, — but since the for the old students which was
old saying goes, "Practice makes definitely enough for a win.
perfect," Sporty demands more
The freshies got their final
activity on Friday evenings or four tallies in the last try as
that much bragged about social Cline opened with a single to
average will take a nose dive.
right field.
Baxter and Staggs
both connected for hits.
The freshies got their final
We know that our distin
guished friend, Donald Odle, four tallies in their last try as
loves repetition and since all McDougall opened the frame
good things have been said in his with a poke into right field. Hub
behalf, we think that this story bard, Bontrager and Cline sing
will bear repeating from last led in that order with all three
year's Echo. Don just loves to of them scoring later as Staggs
talk about his fine qualities and and Williams drove them across.
so one day as we heard him The rally was nipped after four
blowing he said, "Speed is my runs had been scored to give the
middle name. Why last year new students 8 and the old 12.
when I was rounding first in a
very crucial game, the opposing
"Equipped to Serve You
first baseman tripped me pur
posely. This made me terrifically
Faithfully"
sore so I took a swing at the sec
ond baseman and hit the third
Upland Hardware
baseman in the catcher's face."
Phone 92
Isn't that terrible?
Did you notice how those
freshmen took to the muddy Mississinewa the other afternoon —
just like all the rest? That last
foot took forty-five seconds out
of the seven minutes and twenty
seconds that it required for the
greenies to go from bank to bank.
Next year — well that will be
your day, freshmen!
That's all for now — Good
night!

Try Our

BUTTERSCOTCH
COOKIES
They're Really Swell!

Upland Baking Co.
Rep. — The College Store

The intra-mural s o f t b a 11
league opened with a bang last
week as the freshmen got a lit
tle revenge on the sophs for their
late ducking by administering
them a 4-2 white washing.
Mark Stagg, freshman twirler,
heaved effective ball throughout,
with Taylor Hayes the soph third
sacker being the only sticker to
solve his offerings.
Hayes
punched two singles to center
and reached the initial sack twice
more on free passes.
The freshies were the first to
counter as they whipped two
runs across the platter in the last
of the second. Baxter walked
and advanced to the far side of
the diamond on the first hit of
the ball game slapped out by
Staggs. Both men scored on a
passed ball and on Jonett's and
Whipple's slow grounders to the
infield.
The sophs countered in the
third when Hayes took first on a
free pass, hooked second and
then scampered around home on
a fluker by Crecraft.
Bontrager II made it 3-1 in the
bottom half of the third as he
singled over the infield and came
around home on a series of misplays and ground outs.
In the first half of the seventh
inning, things began to take on
a cloudy appearance for the
freshmen when Whisler started
the frame with a walk. Moulton
conked a single into short field
and Whistler hobbled to second.
Hayes then drove in the final
tally of the game as he peppered
his second hit into center but all
this went for naught as Taylor
and Crecraft failed to come
through in the clutch.
This week will mark the real
start of the soft ball league so
let's every one cooperate and
turn out strong for the games.
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New Frosh Prospects Cheer
Coach and Dopesters
"Does anybody look tough in
the freshman class?" is one
question that is shot constantly
at the coach and old students in
terested in athletics. As far as
we have seen the following boys
have looked best so far this sea
son.
As far as basketball talent
goes, perhaps the two standouts
among the new students are Paul
Williams, ex-Cleveland all schol
astic, and Jack Joett, last year
all county guard from around
Odle's home grounds, Selma.
Paul was known in high school
as a breezy backguard, with an
accurate long shot as a valuable
asset. Joett takes to the floor in
somewhat the same style as Odle
except for his smooth long shot
that flicks the draperies regular
ly. Don Hubbard, Johnny Hayes,
Norman Baxter and Winy Pulsifer are other freshmen that look
like Varsity stuff.
Bobby Litten, last year's bril
liant ace twirler left perhaps the
biggest gap to be filled in the en
tire athletic program by his
graduation last June.
Ernie

Authorized Ford Dealer

North Side of Square

Hartford City

!

Upland |

Dr. C. W. Beck
DENTIST

j

First National Bank Building
Hartford City
Phone 25

:

Have you discovered the variety
of things our store carries? We
have meats, groceries, cheese,
candy, pop, and many other
things. Follow the crowd to
Rose's.

Upland, Indiana
K. M. Snyder

GOUGH'S

Hartford City,

Indiana

PRINTING

"It's the smile that counts" ?

The College Store

TO

At Reasonable Prices

Basement of Swallow-Robin

COAL, FEED AND SEED

GOING

Equipped for Quality & Quantity

T. U. PRESS

Upland Grain Co.

Phone 1092

A. D. FREESE 6- SON

Quality Printing at Reasonable
Prices

The Pride of Taylor Campus

UPLAND

LATTA'S U BEE SEE STORE

Willman LumberCo. 1
Phone 211

PHONE 131

Upland

Upland, Ind.

MATERIAL FOR THE
CRAFTSMAN

50<!
35<
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For those "College Get-together's"
Get your favorite snacks
at

REPAIRS; STORAGE; SERVICE
Phone 172

BECKY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE

Shampoo & Set
Manicure
Permanents

STUDENTS

Upland Motor Co.

STEIN'S CLOTHING STORE

Men's and Boys'
CLOTHING, SHOES and
FURNISHINGS
"High Quality at Low Prices"

Marks, Paul Williams and Win.
Pulsifier are the boys who will
be shooting for his position this
spring. Williams has a no-hitter
to his credit, Marks three years
of high school experience, and
Pulsifier two years of independ
ent ball under his belt. Joett will
be the greatest threat to Leo
Sand's job as hind snatcher. Don
Hubbard looks like Varsity ma
terial by the way he romps the
outfield.
The track team will be great
ly aided this fall by the presence
of Lee Longstreet and Bruce Mc
Dougall who have notable high
school records behind. Longstreet placed second last year
in the 220 yard dash in the West
ern Pennsylvania W. P. I. A. L.
meet held in the Pitt Stadium at
Pittsburgh.

UPLAND INSURANCE AGENCY
E. W. LEACH [ .
OCIE V. PUGH \ A*enis
Gen'l Insurance
News Stand
Notary Service
Upland

Indiana

Yours for Service
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